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Aggregation and chimney formation during the solidification of ammonium chloride

T. H. Solomon,* R. R. Hartley,† and A. T. Lee‡
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~Received 6 October 1998; revised manuscript received 18 May 1999!

Experiments study large-scale pattern formation during the growth of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) from
solution in a thin~Hele-Shaw! geometry. In particular a solid-liquid mixture~‘‘mushy layer’’! forms in which
growing solid NH4Cl crystals form a solid network interspersed with liquid. There are different ways that the
mushy layer can be formed, however. If the cell is heated from below and cooled from above, thermal
convection generates large-scale recirculating flows that carry seed crystals from the upper~cold! boundary to
the ~warmer! side and bottom boundaries. Ballistic deposition of these seed crystals leads to aggregation
patterns with significant voids~filled with liquid! with a wide range of length scales. If the cell is cooled from
below with a warm environment, the solid NH4Cl grows dendritically without deposition, resulting in a
compact mushy layer. Plume convection within this mushy layer produces one or two well-defined ‘‘chim-
neys.’’ If the environment is cool~comparable to the liquidus temperature of the solution!, the mushy layer
forms by a combination of dendritic growth and ballistic deposition, resulting in a more permeable mushy layer
and enhanced chimney formation. The effects of ballistic deposition are enhanced if the cell is tipped, in which
case the voids reappear. Plume convection and chimney formation are dramatically enhanced in this case.
Additional experiments are done in which fluid flows in the system are enhanced artificially to verify that
enhancements in chimney formation are due primarily to the aggregation process, and not to the increases in
fluid flows due to thermal and compositional convection.@S1063-651X~99!02009-7#

PACS number~s!: 68.70.1w, 47.20.Bp, 81.30.Fb, 61.43.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solidification of a material from a melt or aqueo
solution is a process that depends critically on the flo
present in the system. Flows can arise for several reason~a!
density variations coupled with gravitational forces can
sult in compositional or thermal convection@1#; ~b! surface
tension variations can produce Be´nard-Marangoni convec
tion @2#; ~c! changes in the density of the material wh
solidified can drive flows even in the absence of gravity@3#;
and~d! flows can be induced artificially as part of an indu
trial process. Because of the prevalence of flows in solid
cation processes, there is a great deal of practical intere
understanding the interplay between fluid flows and the
lidification process.

Fluid flows affect both the basic morphological instabi
ties and the patterns that form in the solidification proc
@4#. For instance, shearing flows have been predicted@5# to
enhance the stability of the faceted crystal growth. Fl
flows have also been demonstrated~both theoretically and
experimentally! to influence the shape of growing dendrit
@6#. On a larger scale, growing dendrites typically form
permeable solid-liquid ‘‘mushy layer’’ through which th
fluid can flow @7,8#. These flows can dissolve the dendrit
themselves, carving out channels~‘‘chimneys’’! into the
growing solid@9#.
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This paper focuses on another solidification mechan
that is also strongly dependent on fluid flows — aggregati
Although studied extensively in other systems@10–13#, ag-
gregation phenomena have received little attention in the
lidification literature. Small seed crystals are carried by flo
in the system, and deposited at the edges and bottoms o
apparatus, producing highly permeable structures. In typi
three-dimensional, terrestrial solidification experimen
these structures are not easily observed because they col
under their own weight. However, aggregation structu
could survive for microgravity-based fabrication process
In addition to the patterns that form because of the aggre
tion process, the enhancement in permeability due to ag
gation leads to significant enhancements in chimney form
tion as well.

The particular system studied here is the solidification
ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) from aqueous solution. This
system has been studied extensively due to the similar
between the solidification process of NH4Cl and that of me-
tallic alloys @7#. Unlike their metallic counterparts, NH4Cl
solutions are transparent, permitting real-time investigat
of the solidification process. The experiments presented h
are conducted in a narrow geometry to preserve the aggr
tion structures before they collapse under their own weig
By manipulating the temperatures at the cell boundaries
by altering the orientation of the cell, we are able to produ
different types of mushy layers and compare plume conv
tion and chimney formation in the various situations.

In Sec. II, we discuss previous studies of aggregation
chimney formation. The experimental techniques are
plained in Sec. III. The experimental results are presente
Sec. IV, along with some simple numerical simulations
the aggregation phenomena. The paper concludes wi
summary and discussion section~Sec. V!.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Mushy layers, compositional convection,
and chimney formation

For a growing crystal, the main order parameter is
propagation speed of the interface between the liquid
solid regions. If this speed is small enough, the interfa
remains flat and the resulting solid is a faceted crystal.
larger growth speeds, the interface undergoes an instab
to the growth of needle crystals~‘‘dendrites’’! @14,15#. In
typical solidification processes, this instability results in
network of dendrites and their side-branches, interspe
with unfrozen liquid. This solid-liquid mixture — referred t
as a ‘‘mushy layer’’ — is a porous medium through whic
unsolidified liquid can flow@7,8#. An interesting feature of
these mushy layers is the fact that flows in a mushy la
couple to the growth process. Fluid in up-flow regions ten
to be depleted of solute; as a result, dendrites tend to diss
in these regions. By contrast, dendrites grow more rapidl
down-flow regions, where the fluid has a larger solute c
centration.

If a metallic alloy or an aqueous solution is cooled fro
below, unstable density gradients form in the liquid due
the removal of solute from solution by the upwardly growi
solid. These density gradients result in compositional c
vection both in the liquid directly above the mushy layer a
within the mushy layer itself@9,16#. Convection in the
mushy layer organizes into broad down-flow regions a
narrow upward plumes. The plumes carve out channel
the mushy layer referred to as chimneys.

There have been several studies of the properties of ch
neys. Instabilities of the mushy layer have been addres
theoretically by Worster@17#, Amberg and Homsey@18#, and
by Emms and Fowler@19#. Experimental measuremen
characterizing the onset of plume convection and chim
formation have been done by Sample and Hellawell@20#,
Chen and Chen@21#, Tait and Jaupart@22#, Tait, Jahrling,
and Jaupart@23#, and by Chen, Lu, and Yang@24#. Recent
experiments have measured the internal properties of
mushy layer itself; specifically, the permeability@25# and the
temperature field@26# have been measured in detail, showi
the growth of plume convection and its relation with chim
ney formation.

B. Aggregation phenomena

Aggregation phenomena can be categorized either
diffusion-limited aggregation~DLA ! @27# or ballistic deposi-
tion. Diffusion-limited aggregation is a process by whi
small particles randomly diffuse in a system until they tou
another solid object, in which case they stick to that obje
As the DLA structure forms, chains of stuck particles scre
out regions, making it difficult for additional particles to pe
etrate into the ‘‘fjords’’ of the structure. The result is
branching pattern that is interspersed with voids with a w
range of length scales; in fact, these patterns have b
shown to have fractal characteristics@27#.

Ballistic aggregation is similar to DLA, except that th
particles follow linear trajectories before hitting and sticki
to the developing aggregation cluster. This process is v
important for the growth of thin films on a substrate by vap
deposition or sputtering. It has been observed experimen
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that these processes result in porous structures, freque
with fractal scaling properties@28#. As is the case with DLA,
screening plays a significant role in the formation of ballis
aggregation patterns.

There have been several numerical and theoretical stu
of ballistic aggregation@10–13#. Those studies found that i
the particles strike the surface at an oblique angle, colum
structures grow with voids between the columns. The vo
in the structures were shown to have fractal scaling prop
ties. There is a preferred orientation for these voids, altho
there is no universal relation between this preferred void
entation and the deposition angle~the void angle depends o
the properties of the system!.

The experiments in this paper demonstrate that balli
aggregation can significantly affect the pattern format
process during the growth of a solid from a melt or fro
solution. As will be shown, depending on the flows and te
peratures in the system, patterns can form that are very s
lar to those seen in the vapor deposition and sputtering
tems. In addition, the aggregation process can resul
significant enhancements in the permeability of the grow
mushy layer, resulting in substantially increased chimn
formation. These experimental results are supplemented
simple numerical simulations that illustrate the same p
nomena.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The solution used in these experiments consists of 26
NH4Cl by weight in water, with a liquidus temperature o
17 °C.~See Ref.@21# for a detailed plot of the phase diagra
for NH4Cl solutions.! The solution is contained in a narrow
inner cell with height 8.0 cm, width 16.0 cm, and a g
thickness of 0.10 or 0.20 cm~Fig. 1!. ~All of the experiments
presented are conducted in a 0.20 cm cell, unless other
noted.! The narrow gap thickness is chosen for two reaso
~1! the confining geometry prevents the aggregation str
tures from collapsing under their own weight; and~2! the
quasi-two-dimensional configuration greatly simplifies t
imaging of the growing solid.

The side bounding walls of the inner cell are made fro
optically clear Plexiglas, and the other two boundaries
made out of copper which has been sprayed with a thin la
of varnish to inhibit chemical reactions. The gap thickness
set with thin Plexiglas spacers, and the entire inner cel

FIG. 1. Diagram of apparatus for the experiments. The inner
is 8.0 cm high, 16.0 cm long, and has a thickness of either 0.1
0.20 cm.
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PRE 60 3065AGGREGATION AND CHIMNEY FORMATION DURING . . .
glued together with silicone glue/sealant. Temperatures
the boundaries are controlled independently at the two c
per plates and at the Plexiglas side walls. The ‘‘hot’’ copp
plate temperature is controlled with a film heater and a fe
back controller. The ‘‘cold’’ copper bounding plate is a
tached to a Plexiglas cooling box through which a wat
ethylene glycol mixture is pumped. The temperature of t
cooling fluid is regulated with a Neslab temperatu
controlled bath. The inner cell is surrounded by an ou
temperature-controlled box which is regulated independe
with a separate bath. The entire apparatus can be orient
any angle relative to the horizontal, with the cooling boun
ary at the bottom, top, side, or at an angle.

The temperature of the hot plateTh is typically 20.0 °C
~unless noted otherwise!, which is above the liquidus tem
perature of 17 °C, while the outer temperatureTo is typically
13.0 or 15.0 °C. The cold plate temperature starts each
at the same value asTo , dropping to approximately
210.0 °C within the first 5 min of the run.

One of the Plexiglas side walls forming the inner cell
painted with temperature-sensitive liquid crystal paints an
layer of black paint that provides a dark background for
imaging. ~See Ref.@26# for a complete description of how
these liquid crystal paints can be used for visualization of
temperature field.! The solidification patterns are characte
ized with the use of a monochrome charge-coupled de
~CCD! video camera, whose images are digitized on a PC
the experiments, the entire apparatus is first brought to
temperature of the outer box, then the temperatures of the
and cold boundaries are changed to their final values du
an interval of approximately 5 min.

Convective fluid flows in the system are manipulated
changing the boundary temperatures and by altering the
gular orientation of the apparatus. When cooled from bel
the flows present are due almost entirely to compositio
convection. When cooled from above, compositional den
gradients are stabilizing; however, thermal gradients prod
unstable density variations that give rise to thermal conv
tion. Other ~intermediate! orientations are characterized b
the presence of both compositional and thermal convect

We have no direct measurements of the flow velocities
these experiments. The addition of neutrally buoyant tra
particles to determine the velocities would interfere with t
growth process, as would flow measurements with hot-fi
anemometry. The best that we can do is to follow the sm
seed crystals of NH4Cl in the flow; however, the significan
buoyancy difference between these particles and the
pending fluid make them unreliable as velocity indicato
For the larger seed crystals~approximately 0.5 mm!, the
buoyancy difference is enough to enable them to desc
even in up-flow regions.

By observing the smaller seed crystals, we estim
roughly that the flow velocities due to convection range up
a few mm/s in the fluid regions. Flow velocities in the mu
are significantly smaller; they range up to a couple of m
min @25#, almost two orders of magnitude weaker than tho
in the liquid regions.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Cooling from below: Chimney formation

When the apparatus is oriented with the cold plate at
bottom~and an outer temperatureTo near or above the liqui-
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dus temperature!, compositional density gradients produc
convective flows in the mushy and liquid regions. Dens
gradients due to thermal expansion are stable, so there i
thermal convection. As has been documented in previ
experiments@21–25#, this configuration lends itself to the
formation of mushy layers and chimneys.

In a typical experiment with the system cooled from b
low ~Fig. 2, with Th520 °C, Tc5210 °C, and To

513 °C), a mushy layer starts to form at the bottom alm
immediately after the temperature of the cold plate is
duced. Growth of this mushy layer is accompanied by sm
wavelength salt-finger convection in the fluid region direc
above the mush. After 10–20 min, the mush becomes th
enough to support convection@21,22,24#, and plumes form
within the mush, along with well-defined chimneys. In o
experiments, there are typically two or three plumes initia
but the number of plumes drops as the mush thickness
creases, resulting in usually only one clear chimney by
end of the run@26#. There are clear interactions betwee
different plumes in the system~and their associated chim
neys!. Occasionally, oscillatory time dependence is obser
between two plumes/chimneys for as many as four osc
tion periods@26#.

The chimney formation process can be quantified by c
sidering the ‘‘void fraction’’ — the fraction of the total are
of the mush that is devoid of crystals. Experimentally, this
determined by dividing the area of the voids~after binarizing
the image! by the area of the envelope for the mushy lay
@29#. The results are shown in Fig. 3~bottom, solid curve!.
The void fractionf starts out near zero before initiation o
plume convection, then slowly increases as the mushy la
plumes carve out chimneys in the structure. The small dip
f at 50 min corresponds to the filling in of one of the chim
neys, a coarsening process that is described in a prev
paper@26#. After 100 min~a time longer than that shown i
Fig. 3!, f levels off at a value of approximately 0.08.

B. Heating from below: Convection and aggregation

If the NH4Cl solution is cooled from above, density varia
tions due to compositional effects are stable, so there is
compositional convection and no chimney formation. Ho
ever, density variations due to thermal gradients are unsta
and thermal convection ensues.

FIG. 2. Example of chimney formation when cooled from b
low; hot ~upper! plate temperatureTh520 °C, cold ~lower! plate
temperatureTc5210 °C, outer temperatureTo513 °C. The entire
inner cell (8.0 cm316.0 cm) is visible. The gray rectangles at e
ther side denote the locations of screws that block visualization
the mushy layer.
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The strength of the thermal forcing in these runs can
quantified with the use of a quasi-two-dimensional Rayle
number that takes into account the drag on the flow due
the narrow gap thickness@30#. The normalized Rayleigh
number is defined asr 5gaDTdw2/48p2nk, where a, n,
andk are the coefficient of thermal expansion, the kinema
viscosity, and the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, respe
tively, g is the gravitational acceleration,DT is the tempera-
ture gradientTbottom2Ttop,d58.0 cm is the height of the
inner cell, andw50.10 or 0.20 cm is the gap thickness. Wi
this definition,r 51 corresponds to the onset of convectio
In the experiments presented in this paper with the
heated from below,r'15 for the w50.10 cm cell, small
enough that the convective flow should remain laminar.

Figure. 4 ~with Th516 °C, To522 °C, and Tc5
23 °C) shows a sequence of images from a run where
cell is oriented with the hot plate at the bottom. Early in t
run, two large convection rolls~vortices! form, with fluid
rising in the center of the cell and falling at the outside
Although not visible in the video images, part of this flo
can be seen by observing small seed crystals as they
carried by the flow. The seeds form in the vicinity of the co
plate at the top, and are carried by the flow around and do
the sides, where they are deposited in the aggregation
terns. Figure 5 shows enlarged images of the developing
gregation patterns. Screening plays a significant role in th
patterns, evidenced by the gaps that form. The gaps in
structure are noted by their orientation preference: they
oriented predominantly at an angle of 49°65° relative to the
normal to the side wall.

The gaps in the aggregation structure can be unders
by considering the deposition process. As has been show
earlier studies@10–13#, if seed particles rain down on a su
face at an angle, the resulting aggregation pattern will
velop gaps with a range of scales, but with an orientation
depends on the deposition angle. Figure 6 shows some
merical simulations of this process. These results were
tained with a two-dimensional DLA-based algorithm where
simulated particle~seed crystal! follows a semirandom walk
towards the left edge of a square lattice, weighted towar
particular angle. When the seed reaches a lattice point co

FIG. 3. Void fractionf: the fraction of area of the developin
structure that is empty. Solid~lower! curve: data from Fig. 2, with
the cell cooled from below andTo513 °C ~standard chimney for-
mation!; dashed~upper! curve: data from Fig. 4, with the cel
cooled from above and withTo522 °C ~aggregation!; long-dashed
~middle! curve: data from Fig. 7, with the cell cooled from belo
but with a cool outer temperature (To55.5° initially, then raised to
10° after 10 min!.
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sponding to the ‘‘wall’’ at the left edge of the system or
another occupied lattice site, it sticks irreversibly, and a
other seed is introduced into the system. The angle at wh
the seeds preferentially drift is implemented simply by ha
ing the particles drift to the left in the simulations~they can
visit any of the neighboring lattice sitesexceptfor the three
to the right!, but tilting the bounding wall at an angle. Whe
the simulation is complete, the image is tilted back to ma
the ‘‘wall’’ vertical. By choosing one particular drift angle
we are effectively simulating the growth of the aggregati
cluster at a particular location along the wall, since it is re
sonable to expect that the angle of incidence of the se
would depend on height in the experiments.

These simulations differ from previous ones in that t
seed particles are not monodisperse, but rather resembl
experiments whereby the size of each seed crystal dep
upon when it nucleated and how far it traveled before sti
ing to the structure. These effects are simulated roughly
assigning each seed one of four sizes with radiusr 50, 1, 2,
or 3 pixels (r 50 is a dot, the rest are circles!. The sizes are
weighted by a Poisson distribution with an average radius
0.4 pixels ~resulting in a strong bias toward the smalle
size!. Once assigned a size, the seed is placed random
the right side of the lattice and its random walk is initiate
When all is said and done, however, the results of the sim
lations are found not to depend significantly on size distrib
tion.

FIG. 4. Sequence of images showing aggregation phenom
when the NH4Cl solution is heated from below in a 0.10 cm thic
cell; temperatures:Th516 °C, To522 °C, andTc523 °C. The
images show the full 8.0 cm316.0 cm inner cell. Times after the
start of run are~a! 9 min, ~b! 18 min, and~c! 26 min. Arrows have
been added to indicate the convective flows in the system. Initia
there are two convection rolls, but one is eliminated as the ag
gation patterns grow.
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FIG. 5. Closeup of the developing aggreg
tion patterns at the left side of the cell; same co
ditions as for Fig. 4. Times after start of run:~a! 6
min, ~b! 8.5 min,~c! 11.5 min, and~d! 15.5 min.
In all of these figures, the top 5.0 cm of the le
side of the inner cell is shown.
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Figures 6~a!, 6~b! and 6~c! show the resulting pattern fo
deposition anglesa50°, 37°, and 72°, measured from th
normal to the side wall. The gaps that form fora572° are
oriented at approximately the same angle (44°68°) as those
from the experiments~Fig. 5! (49°65°). In Fig. 6~d!, the
structure from Fig. 6~c! has been manipulated digitally t
represent approximately the partial filling in of the aggreg
tion structure by the continued dendritic growth of the cry
tals after sticking. Specifically, the image is dilated@29# sev-
eral times, thickening the branches until the patte
resembles those from the experiment.†The pattern in Fig.

FIG. 6. Simulations of aggregation phenomena. Deposit
anglea ~relative to the normal to the side wall!: ~a! 0°; ~b! 37°; ~c!
72°; ~d! 72°, but with implementation of dilation to show the e
fects of dendritic broadening~see text!.
-
-

n

6~d! was dilated, then spatially averaged using a 333
Gaussian filter to smooth the edges of the pattern@31#.‡ The
similarities between Fig. 6~d! and Fig. 5 indicate that the
seed particles strike the side walls at an angle of appr
mately 70° relative to the normal in the actual experimen

There is a fundamental change in the convective flow t
is apparent in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!. The growth of the aggre-
gation patterns from the sides of the cell reduces the width
the central liquid region. When the aspect ratio of that cen
region drops to near 1, the system can no longer support
convection rolls, and the counterclockwise roll is eliminate
In Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, a new aggregation pattern is observ
forming in the central region, forming at the down flow o
the single~clockwise! convection roll in this region.

The void fraction f for this experimental run~upper,
dashed curve in Fig. 3! starts off quite high~approximately
0.6! but drops off continually, levelling off at a plateau o
approximately 0.33. The decline inf is largely due to the fact
that the seeds continue to grow dendritically after sticking
can be seen in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!. The dendrites continue
growing into the voids until the NH4Cl concentration in
these regions drops below the saturation point.

C. Aggregation-enhanced chimney formation

Aggregation patterns can form even if the cell is cool
from below if the temperatureTo of the environment is low
enough to allow seed crystals to survive in the middle p
tions of the cell. In this case, the flows that carry the se
crystals are caused by compositional density gradients,
the patterns that form reflect the nature of this compositio
convection. An example of such a run is shown in Fig.
(Tc5210 °C,Th5To55.5 °C initially, then raised to 10°)
Shortly after the lower plate temperature is lowered, soli
fication is initiated at the bottom of the apparatus. Unsta
density gradients produced by this solidification produ
medium-scale convection patterns near the bottom of
fluid layer, with 12–14 convection rolls. These convecti
flows, in turn, sweep up seed crystals that form near
bottom and carry them upward in the up flow regions of t
flow. The seeds continue to grow, however, and they ev
tually become too heavy for the up flows to carry. The res
is a downward ‘‘snow’’ of dendrites in the up-flow region
of the convective flow@some of this snow can be seen ov
the rightmost three aggregation piles in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!#.

n
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The aggregation piles that develop from the NH4Cl snow
form a mushy layer with a permeability that is substantia
greater than that for a normal mushy layer composed o
pure dendritic network. Because of the higher permeabil
it is much easier for the mush to support plume convecti
~The Rayleigh number Ram for convection in the mush de
pends linearly on the permeability@8#, so if the permeability
is enhanced, then the critical Ram for the onset of convection
can be achieved with smaller density gradients.! As a result,
plumes develop in each of the aggregation mounds, resu
in the eventual formation of five clear chimneys in the sy
tem ~as opposed to the typical case with only one or two
the long term! @32#.

The void fractionf does not capture the full impact of th
aggregation phenomena for this experimental run. Sm
scale differences in permeability are not picked up by
technique that determinesf, which specifically looks for
identifiable regions with no crystals~over an area larger than
the pixel resolution, which is approximately 0.12 mm2).
Nevertheless, a plot off for this run ~middle, long-dashed
curve in Fig. 3! is significantly different from that for the
standard chimney formation case of Fig. 2~lower, solid
curve in Fig. 3!. f starts off much larger than for the standa
chimney formation case, due to the ‘‘snow’’ which results
aggregation and a porous mushy layer, similar to those s
in the simulations with deposition anglea50° @Fig. 6~a!,
which should be viewed on its side to compare with Fig.#.
f continues to increase as the chimneys develop, then le
off and decreases slightly as the mush settles somewhat
some of the chimneys fill in slightly due to continued de
dritic growth and coarsening.

FIG. 7. Aggregation-enhanced chimney formation in cell coo
from below with a cool outer temperatureTo . Temperatures are
Tc5210 °C, Th5To55.5 °C initially, then Th and To are in-
creased to 10 °C as NH4Cl ‘‘snow’’ begins to develop.~These tem-
peratures should all be compared to the liquidus tempera
17 °C.! Times after cooldown of bottom plate:~a! 5 min, ~b! 7 min,
~c! 15 min, and~d! 30 min. NH4Cl seed crystal ‘‘snow’’ can be
seen toward the right of~b!. Arrows have been added to~b! to
indicate the convective flows. In all of the images, the entire 1
cm width of the inner cell is shown.
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If the apparatus is tipped at an angle, the convection ta
the form of a single large recirculating flow encircling th
entire inner cell. This ‘‘wind’’ blowing across the cold
boundary carries seed crystals, so the mushy layer grow
a combination of dendritic growth and aggregation. If the
angle is small, the convective wind is weak, and the mu
layer is primarily dendritic. Furthermore, any seed cryst
that form are deposited at a small deposition anglea, result-
ing in aggregation patterns with few voids, as seen in
simulations of Fig. 6~a!. On the other hand, if the tilt angle i
large, the convective flow is large enough to cause app
ciable aggregation. The permeability of the aggregat
structures is particularly enhanced in this case by the fact
the lateral component of the flow~relative to the cold bound-
ary! results in a larger deposition anglea, producing an ag-
gregation pattern with significant voids. The result is
mushy layer with significantly larger permeability tha
would be the case for a standard dendritic mushy layer.

As a result of the increase in the mush permeability,
perimental runs with the cell tipped are characterized by s
nificant enhancements in plume convection and chimney
mation, as shown in Fig. 8 for 30° and 52° tilt angles. T
voids present in these images are not merely aggrega
gaps~as in Fig. 5!; visualization of the temperature field i
the fluid during these runs~using a thermochromic liquid
crystal technique described in Ref.@26#! show vigorous
plumes emanating from these channels. However, the v
are not aligned with the gravitational direction. Furthermo
the voids appear almost immediately as the mush is form
so it is likely that the voids are initiated as aggregation ga
~due to screening of the seed particles!, and then the emerg
ing plume convection follows the aggregation voids and
larges them into chimneys.

A plot of the void fractionf versus the tilt angleu of the
cell is shown in Fig. 9. The magnitude off is very sensitive
to the choice of threshold intensity when binarizing the i
ages for the analysis. Furthermore, there are significant va
tions in f from run to run, due to the fact that the addition
subtraction of only one chimney significantly altersf. ~This
variability is the basis for the large error bars.! Consequently,
only the trend in the data in Fig. 9 is relevant. It is neverth
less clear from Fig. 9 that tipping the cell can result in e

d

re

0

FIG. 8. Aggregation-enhanced chimney formation with the a
paratus tipped;Th520.0 °C, To515.0 °C, andTc5210 °C. In
both of these images, the camera has been tipped along with
cell; the direction of gravitational acceleration is shown as arrow
these diagrams. Both images were taken 49 min after the start o
run. Tilt angle for cell:~a! 30°; ~b! 52°. In all of the images, the
entire 16.0 cm width of the inner cell is shown.
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hancements in chimney formation by approximately a fac
of 4 beyond the normal cases~i.e., without aggregation!,
such as in Fig. 2.

D. Effects of enhanced fluid flows on chimney formation

It is important to distinguish the effects of aggregation
chimney formation from the effects of the enhanced conv
tive flow itself. Additional experiments have been done
distinguish these effects. Specifically, experiments are d
in which the flows are enhanced artificially without aggreg
tion to see whether the flows enhance chimney formatio

1. Enhanced shearing flows

The effects of enhancedshearingflows in the liquid re-
gion are investigated with the use of a peristaltic pum
Holes are drilled into the left and right sides of the inner c
~as viewed in Fig. 1!, angled downward toward the middle o
the cell bottom. The two ends of a flexible hose are glu
into these holes and the middle portion of the hose
threaded into a peristaltic pump. When operating, the pu
draws fluid from one side of the cell and pumps it back in
the other side, blowing fluid down and across the mu
liquid interface@33#.

The flow rates used in these experiments range up to
times the total fluid volume of the cell per minute, resulti
in flow velocities at the interface which are more than
order of magnitude larger than natural convective flow ra
from the previous sections. In these experiments, the ce
cooled from below (Th520 °C, Tc5210 °C, and To
515 °C), similar to the runs from Sec. IV A. The oute
temperatures in these runs were sufficiently large to av
any significant advection of seed crystals or aggregation p
nomena.

Throughout the entire range of flow velocities used,
appreciable changes are observed in the void fractions~Fig.
10!. These results indicate that simple enhancements in
shearing flows in the liquid layer have little effect on plum
convection within the mush and on the formation of chi
neys.

2. Enhanced mushy layer flows

Flows within the mushy layer are enhanced artificia
with the use of a magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! technique
@Fig. 11~a!#. Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets are embedded
one of the Plexiglas side walls. An electrical current is s
through the NH4Cl solution, and this current interacts wit

FIG. 9. Void fraction f versus tip angleu. In all cases, the
fraction was determined 50 min after start of the run.
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the magnetic field from the magnets to force a flow.~See
Ref. @34# for more details of this technique.! In the configu-
ration shown in Fig. 11~a!, the result is a forced flow that is
upward in front of the ‘‘S’’ magnets and downward in fron
of the ‘‘N’’ magnets. There are also up-flow regions to th
left and right of the magnet array.

It is not possible to characterize the forced flow velocit
within the mushy layer. Tests of the MHD technique in t
liquid region before cooling the cold plate reveal forced flo
velocities of approximately 1 cm/s, roughly an order of ma
nitude larger than typical convective flow velocities. With
the mushy layer, the enhanced~MHD! flows ~for large cur-
rents! are also presumably roughly an order of magnitu
stronger than the natural convective flows, although both
natural and forced flows are significantly smaller in t
mushy layer than in the fluid regions, since the mushy la

FIG. 10. Void fractionf versus shearing flow rateF; the shear-
ing flow is produced by peristaltic pumping. In all cases, the fr
tion was determined 50 min after the start of the run. For referen
the cell volume is 27 cm3.

FIG. 11. Artificial forcing of fluid flows within the mushy layer
~a! Magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! forcing technique. An electrica
current moving horizontally through the fluid interacts with an
ternating magnetic field produced by a linear array of alternat
magnets. The result is alternating up/down forcing of the fluid.~b!
Experimental run;Th520.0 °C, Tc5210 °C, andTo515 °C. The
MHD flow was initiated 12 min after the start of the run~just as the
mushy layer was growing past the region with the magnets!, and the
image shown was obtained 52 min after the start of the run.
middle 13 cm of the inner cell is shown in~b!.
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is a tightly packed porous medium. We do not have a
direct measurements of the flow velocities in the mush, ho
ever.

The effects of these forced flows on the mushy layer
evident in Fig. 11~b! ~with temperaturesTh520 °C, Tc
5210 °C, andTo515 °C, again similar to the runs from
Sec. IV A without flow enhancements!. The mush perme-
ability is clearly larger in the up-flow regions, due to the fa
that up flows in a mushy layer tend to dissolve dendrit
Surprisingly, however, the artificial flows do not significant
enhance chimney formation, as is shown in Fig. 12. Ev
though the forced up flows within the mushy layer decre
porosity, the flows do not always focus into tight, we
defined chimneys.

Other MHD forcing configurations were used to indu
artificial flows in the horizontal directions within the mush
layer, again without any significant enhancements in ch
ney formation. In fact, with unidirectional horizontal forcin
within the mushy layer, chimney formation is actual
slightly suppressed, i.e., the void fraction is reduced,
though the reduction is not significant compared to typi
fluctuations in the void fraction between experimental ru
Additional experiments are in progress to assess the poss
ity that it may be possible toinhibit chimney formation with
the use of internal flow enhancements.

V. SUMMARY

We have demonstrated that aggregation phenomena
play a significant role in the solidification of NH4Cl from an
aqueous solution. If the cell is cooled from above and hea
from below, thermal convection generates flows that sw
small seed crystals from the top surface and deposits the

FIG. 12. Void fractionf ~after 50 min! versus internal mushy
layer forcing strength~characterized by the MHD currentI ).
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aggregation structures at the sides and bottom of the app
tus. If the apparatus is cooled from below, aggregation
be important if the environment is cool enough to mainta
seed crystals in the central region. In this case, seed cry
are carried upward from the bottom due to compositio
convection and ‘‘snow’’ back down after growing. The sno
then produces an aggregation pattern with a significa
larger permeability than that due to purely dendritic grow
of NH4Cl from the cold boundary. The increase in perm
ability due to the aggregation results in significant enhan
ments in plume convection and chimney formation. The
effects are even more pronounced if the cell is tilted at
angle, in which case there is a lateral component to the
tion of the seed crystals~relative to the boundary!, and the
resulting aggregation patterns develop voids due to scree
effects.

Additional experiments have been done with artificia
forced flows both in the liquid and mushy regions. The
experiments find no significant enhancements in plume c
vection or chimney formation, indicating that increases
convective flows themselves are not responsible for the
hanced chimney formation observed in the experiments w
the cell tipped.

It should be noted that aggregation phenomena in so
fication processes are usually not too significant for thr
dimensional terrestrial processes since the aggregation s
tures collapse under their own weight. However, the curr
experiments demonstrate that aggregation can be very im
tant for solidification processes in confined~two-
dimensional! geometries. Furthermore, these effects sho
be very significant for solidification processes in reduc
gravity environments, since fluid flows are still present
those environments~except for buoyancy-driven flows! and
since there is no gravity to cause the developing aggrega
structures to collapse.

It is also quite striking that artificial flow enhancemen
themselves donot result in appreciable enhancement
chimney formation. Additional experiments are in progre
to assess whether flow enhancements might actuallyinhibit
chimney formation.
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